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Security Patch Release 

This Patch Release addresses critical vulnerabilities; please consider 

deploying it as soon as possible. Not deploying this Patch Release may 

result in remote service exploitation, security threats to users and 

exposure of sensitive data. 

Detailed vulnerability descriptions will be publicly disclosed no earlier 
than five (5) working days after availability of this Public Patch 

Release. There is no indication that one or more of these 

vulnerabilities are already getting exploited or that information about 
them is publicly circulating. 

 

1. Origin Product/Version 

OX App Suite 7.2.2-Rev 8 (Frontend) 

OX App Suite 7.2.2-Rev 9 (Backend) 

2. Packages shipped with this Release 

OX App Suite 7.2.2-Rev 11 (Frontend, built 2013-08-05) 

OX App Suite 7.2.2-Rev 13 (Backend, built 2013-08-05) 
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3. Bugs Fixed with this Release 

26752 Password decryption fails once external password has been changed 

A new call for removing accounts was added and is called by the frontend. 

The service discovery mechanism for finding handler implementations was 

fixed. The account recovery dialog can be entered from the settings. 

27515 testservlet not responding 

Fixed threading issue to avoid timeouts while monitoring the application. 

27604 Many "APR does not understand this error code" messages in the log 

Fixed multiple problems occurring in customer environment. Orderly check 

if AJP cycle has already been terminated and/or left "processing" state prior 

to executing a keep-alive ping. Orderly flush intermediate data written to 

Socket's output stream to not confuse Web Server, but transmit 2 separate 

byte chunks. 

27690 Cannot add GMX POP3 account; Trying it deletes all mails on GMX account 

To avoid confusing reverse settings, just renamed the label to "Remove 

copy from server after retrieving a message". So if pop3_expunge_on_quit 

is true, the checkbox is checked. 

27708 CVE-2013-5035 

CVSSv2: 7.6 

27767 Standard folder names sometimes not translated 

Refactored to use "ignoreTranslation" flag in JSON layer only to not affect 

folder caches. 

27845 logincounter doesn't work in 7.2.2 due to ClassNotFoundException 

Fixed imports for login counter tool. 

27901 tons of NPEs at ContactServiceImpl.doGetUsers followed by 

com.openexchange.usm.api.exceptions.OXCommunicationException 

Check for null before accessing a supplied parameter. 

27975 caldav stopped working after update 

Also try full login info as read from principal URL when resolving the user 
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4. Changes applied 

4.1. Changes relevant for Administrators 

4.1.1. Changes of Configuration Files 

- none - 

4.1.2. Changes of Database Schemes 

- none - 

4.1.3. Changes of Behavior 

- none - 

4.1.4. Changes of Packaging 

- none - 

4.1.5. Changes of Libraries/Licenses 

- none - 

4.2. Changes relevant for Developers 

4.2.1. Changes of the HTTP API 

- none - 

4.2.2. Changes of the RMI API 

- none - 

4.2.3. Changes of the SOAP API 

- none - 

4.2.4. Changes of the CLT API 

- none - 

4.2.5. Changes of the WebDAV API 

- none - 
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4.2.6. Changes of the GUI-API 

- none - 

5. Tests 

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes.  

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated smoke and regression test on both, the 

OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server setup. 

In addition all bug fixes have been checked for potential side effects or changed behavior. Unless explicitly 

stated with one of the bug entries above, we do not expect other side effects. 

6. Fixed Bugs 

26752, 27515, 27604, 27690, 27708, 27767, 27845, 27901, 27975 


